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1 Introduction

Error analysis is a field that has been widely investigated over the past forty years. Why

learners make errors is both an interesting and an important issue, and with this essay I

hope I will contribute by casting some light - even if a very pale and distant light - on

the subject. 

    Being originally from France, I have grown up with the French school view of errors

(especially spelling errors, to which I can pay a great deal of attention), and since I am

aiming  to  be  an English  (and French)  teacher  in  Sweden,  I thought  errors  to  be  a

perfectly suitable subject for me to look at. Thus, the purpose of my essay is to study

the production of adolescent Swedish learners, and in order to do that I have gathered

essays from learners of the Swedish first grade (Årskurs 7  - age 13) and third grade

(Årskurs 9 - age 15), on the basis of which I could make a comparison.

    Something I have learned in the course of this is that errors, contrary to what is

commonly thought, are not to be negatively considered, but rather, they are a sign that

learning is actually taking place, that the learner is building up his/her new language,

and it is very important for every language teacher to keep that in mind. Errors in a

learning context can simply no longer be stigmatized. 

    Concerning the task  of  writing in the  classroom,  it  can be of  interest  to  name

Linnarud (1993), who has claimed that it can sometimes be easier for a learner to write

in  a  second  language  than  in  his/her  first  language  -  for  instance,  the  learner  can

consider the task with greater distance and will not reveal his/her own personality or

talent as much as when he/she writes in the first language. Since writing is a good way

to improve in a language, it should be used as a training method and not as a testing

one, which is not exactly attractive. The problem is that a learner will probably never

produce a text like a native speaker of the same age would do, since he/she does not

master the more formal aspect of the language that is required in writing. However,

Linnarud points out that a teacher should first have the contents and organisation of the

text in focus, and then the errors. Furthermore, according to her, language research is

now focused  on  the  following  issue:  why does  not  everyone  achieve  in  a  second

language, when every child always achieves in his/her first language? A first factor is

age, a second one is personality and a third one is motivation (see 3.7).
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2 Materials and aims

As explained above, I decided I should study the production of learners in the first as

well  as  in  the  third  (and  last)  grades  of  Swedish  secondary school  (Årskurs  7 and

Årskurs 9). Of course it would have been more attractive to study both oral and written

production, but the amount of work would have been too large for this kind of essay, so

I have concentrated myself on the latter. I had the opportunity to obtain essays produced

by the same learners (except for a few of them), when they just began in the first grade

three years ago (2001) and while they were in the third grade at the beginning of 2004.

Unfortunately I could not choose what the learners were to write about, because the

teachers did not want to lose any time with their school plans, so I could not make my

own study and had to content myself with papers that were, as it were, “ready-made”.

This is not to be considered harmful for the present work, though, since the writings of

the learners have been produced in the scope of a normal school situation and have not

been conditioned by some experimental context, which might have proved to be more

stressful for them.

    The corpus consists of 36 essays divided into two parts: 18 papers written by the

first-grade learners and 18 written by the third-grade learners. The subject of the first-

grade essays was to write a letter to the teacher about oneself (i.e. one’s family, habits,

interests, etc) and the subjects of the third-grade essays were the following:  either a.

What I think a good friend should be like,  b. A short description of myself or  c. Teen

Talk – A Problem Shared (i.e. to write a letter in which personal problems, real or not,

are described, as if the learners would send their letters to this magazine called  Teen

Talk). Most of the learners chose the a and b subjects (or wrote a mix of both), and only

two chose to write about c, which demanded a bit more imagination, perhaps. In both

grades very short to relatively long essays are found. 

    At the beginning there were a few more papers which I removed because their authors

have different mother tongues than Swedish. The reason for this is just that it would

have become too intricate to have several mother tongues involved, my purpose being to

study the errors of native Swedish speakers only. 

    Quite obviously this  is a limited  corpus, and a larger study would be of greater

relevance, but with this material I hope my analysis will give some indication about the

kinds of errors produced by adolescent Swedish learners in written English, and  why
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they produce them. First I had thought I could make a gender-based comparison for both

grades, but as girls are too underrepresented in the corpus (5 girls for 13 boys in the first

grade, and 6 girls for 12 boys in the third), it would not have been the right thing to do.

So in the end it became a pure comparison between the two grades, in order to see if

some evolution had taken place, and to what extent it had taken place.

2.1 Hypothesis

The questions that can be formulated are then:

1. Has any evolution taken place in the learners' English language?

2. To what extent has this evolution taken place?

    My hypothesis is that learners should make fewer errors after two years have passed

during which they have studied English. 
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3 Theoretical Background

This section is a general survey of some of the abundant literature relating to Second

(and Foreign) Language Acquisition and Error Analysis. I have, hopefully, chosen the

most interesting theories. 

    In Sweden nowadays, we can say that English has almost acquired the status of a

second language. It is not just a foreign language any longer, since it is now seen and

heard in such numerous everyday contexts.

    I will use a terminology that is often found in works about language research, i.e. I

will refer to second language acquisition by the label "SLA", to first language by "L1"

and to second language by "L2". 

3.1 Ellis

Ellis (1988) has investigated SLA and noticed that it is a complex process with many

interrelated  factors  involved.  Furthermore,  it  is  neither  a  uniform nor  a  predictable

phenomenon, and different learners in different situations acquire an L2 in different

ways. Concerning errors, he points out that they are an important source of information

about SLA, since they are the evidence that L2 rules are not just simply memorized and

then  reproduced.  Instead,  learners  make  their  own  rules  based  on  input  data,  but

sometimes  these  rules  differ  from those  of  L2.  The  problem is  that  errors  are  not

systematic, they differ according to learners and contexts. However, they are regular in

some ways, and it is possible to predict how learners will perform in specific situations.

We can do that thanks to  variable rules, i.e. "if x conditions apply, then y language

forms will occur" (1988:9). There are both situational contexts – errors occur when the

learner  is  not  given  enough  time  to  monitor  his  output  carefully  –  and  linguistic

contexts – errors occur in one type of sentence but not in another. Individual differences

concern the way learners learn and use the L2, and as pointed out above there are as

many such ways as there are learners.  Nevertheless,  five general  factors  have  been

found,  which  are  age,  aptitude/intelligence,  cognitive  style,  motivation/needs  and

personality. Moreover, the learner's L1 plays a role. Different authors who are reviewed

below have studied all these factors.
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3.2 Ravem

Ravem (1974) points out that "the more we know about language learning the more

likely we are to be successful in our teaching of a second language". Then he names the

distinction  made  by  Chomsky  in  his  language  acquisition  model,  namely  the  one

between "performance", the actual utterances, and "competence", on which performance

is based – we can state that these two concepts are definitely related to error production

(my remark).  Ravem also  points  out  that  the  task  of  an  L2 learner  is  not  to  learn

language in itself, which he/she already possesses, and thus, this knowledge of language

must  affect  his/her  acquisition  of  an  L2,  making  it  qualitatively different.  Ravem's

observations are that SLA "in an environment  where no formal instruction is  given

seems to be a creative process not unlike that of L1 acquisition" (1974:132), perhaps

making it less "permeable" to error production (my remark). 

3.3 Corder

Corder (1974) brings up the importance of interference in the learning of an L2. He

points  out  the  fact  that  linguistics  has  contributed  to  language  teaching  with  the

contrastive study of a learner's mother tongue and the target language (even if linguists

have not predicted many of the errors that are well known to teachers anyway). Two

schools can be found in this field: the first one has the ambition to achieve the perfect

teaching method, whereas the other one claims that errors will always occur, no matter

what we do. Inevitably, we learn our mother tongue, and we always succeed in this task

because of some kind of innate internal mechanism, but things are different for SLA. A

problem is tied to motivation. Another one is that the age of twelve seems to be the

absolute limit to acquire any language at all. 

    Anyhow, it has been found that L2 learners use similar strategies that children use

with the L1. Errors produced by small children with their L1 are normally not seen as

just errors (the development takes place slowly), so why is it different in a classroom

situation,  since  errors  are the  evidence that  the acquisition process  is  taking place?

There  is  also  a  difference  between  input  and  intake,  the  latter  alluding  to  what  is

meaningful to the learner. There exist both systematic errors (errors of competence) and

non-systematic errors (errors of performance), and the first are called just errors and the

second mistakes. Mistakes have no significance in the learning process. 
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    Errors are in fact a learning strategy (both for children with their L1 and for others

with an L2).  By producing errors,  learners test  alternative hypotheses.  Thus,  letting

learners try to discover the right form could be an effective teaching method (merely

repetition is not a very successful one). The conditions just have to be the right ones to

let language develop spontaneously in the mind (von Humboldt's idea). Teachers have

to adapt themselves to the learners' needs, and not the contrary. 

3.4 Selinker

Selinker (1974) makes a distinction between teaching and learning situations. Teaching

implies that someone applies some type of method to help a learner achieve learning.

Learning  implies  what  Selinker  calls  "meaningful  performance",  i.e.  when  an  adult

"attempts to express meanings, which he may already have, in a language which he is in

the process of learning" (1974:  32),  whereas classroom drills  and other behavioural

experiments  cannot  be  considered  "meaningful  performance".  Selinker  assumes  the

existence of a latent language structure (though not related to universal  grammar as

others have stated), which can be activated in bilingual children's brains, for example,

but there is no guarantee that this will always be the case. In other words, attempted

learning will not necessarily always prove successful. Thus, Selinker assumes that the

few adults (perhaps 5%) who are successful in learning an L2 have somehow managed

to reactivate their latent language structure. This implies that these persons can acquire

facts  about  languages  without  any sort  of  explicit  teaching.  However,  studying the

utterances  produced by the  majority of  L2 learners  (i.e.  the  "normal"  learners,  my

word), we can see that they differ from native speakers', even if the underlying meaning

is  the  same.  Selinker  concludes  that  there  must  be  a  separate  linguistic  system

intervening  (that  is  to  say  a  different  latent  language  structure),  which  he  calls

"interlanguage". 

    A well-known phenomenon related to this is "fossilisation", which takes place when

L2 learners tend to keep items or rules from their native language in their interlanguage,

no  matter  their  age or  how much  instruction  they get  in  the  target  language.  (e.g.

Swedish  prosody  in  the  English  interlanguage  of  Swedish  speakers,  my  example)

Fossilisation can occur  in  terms  of  five  central  processes:  language transfer,  i.e.  it

results from the L1; transfer of training, i.e. it results from identifiable items in training

procedures used to teach the L2; strategies of L2 teaching, i.e. it results from a learner's

approach to the L2 material; strategies of L2 communication, i.e. results from a learner's
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approach to communication with native speakers of the L2; finally, overgeneralisation

of  the  L2 linguistic  material,  i.e.  rules  and semantic  features  of the  L2 are clearly

overgeneralised. These processes are not necessarily conscious, as well as many others

that can be mentioned, like spelling pronunciation, cognate pronunciation, holophrase

learning or hypercorrection (see Selinker for more details). There are several problems

encountered, the first being to identify the observable data without ambiguity and the

second how to recognise fossilisable structures in  advance,  and to know why some

things fossilise and others do not. Besides, no one can say what successful learning is in

absolute terms. 

3.5 Krashen

3.5.1 Five hypotheses

Krashen (1982) states five hypotheses about SLA. The first is the acquisition-learning

distinction:  adults  have the ability to  develop L2 competence in the same way that

children do, by acquiring it, which is a subconscious process, or by learning it, which is

a  conscious  one  (this  relates  to  Selinker's  idea,  my  remark).  On  learning,  error

correction is supposed to have positive effects – while definitely not on acquisition –

but it remains unclear whether it is actually effective. 

    The second is the natural order hypothesis: the acquisition of grammatical structures

takes place in a predictable order, and this proves to be also true for SLA, regardless of

the L1 (this concerns children, though). An interesting finding is that both L1 and L2

acquirers make very similar developmental errors. 

    The third is  the Monitor1 hypothesis: acquisition is responsible for how fluent we

become in a L2, while the function of (conscious) learning is to be a Monitor, only

making changes in our utterances and thus just playing a limited role in L2 performance

(the monitor is not used when the focus is on communication and not on form). Then,

the monitor allows the production of certain categories of linguistic items that are not

yet acquired. L2 acquirers can either be  Monitor over-users (i.e. they only focus on

form), Monitor under-users (i.e. they rely on the acquired system only and use a "feel"

for correctness) or optimal Monitor-users (i.e. they are very skilled performers who use

the Monitor when it is appropriate). 

1 Krashen uses a capital letter, which I have kept.
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    The fourth is the input hypothesis: to acquire language, we have to move from one

stage (the  current  competence,  called  i)  to  another  (the next  level,  called  i  + l).  A

necessary (but not sufficient) condition for this is that "the acquirer understand input

that  contains  i  + l,  where "understand" means that  the  acquirer  is  focussed  on  the

meaning and not  the form of the message" (1982:21).  Thus,  we have to understand

language  containing  something  that  is  "a  little  beyond"  where  we  currently  are.

According to this hypothesis then, we acquire meaning first and structure as a result, an

approach  that  opposes  the  usual  pedagogical  one.  Besides,  Krashen  states  that  if

communication is successful, i + l is automatically provided (so there is no need to aim

at i + l deliberately). The input hypothesis is also valid for SLA: i + l will be provided

for  every learner  in  a  class  if  the  focus  is  on  communication  and  not  a  particular

grammatical structure. Children acquiring an L2 in a natural environment usually go

through a "silent period", and begin to produce utterances in the L2 when they are, so to

speak, ready for it. In formal language classes, learners are normally not allowed this

silent period, and they have to produce utterances in the L2 although they are not ready

yet. The result is interference from the L1: learners use L1 rules when an L2 rule is not

available. The effect may be temporarily positive, but may not lead to any real progress

in the L2. The solution for the learner is to obtain comprehensible input ("real language

acquisition"). 

    The fifth is the Affective Filter2 hypothesis: many affective variables have proved to

play a role in how successful a learner is in SLA. Most of them can be placed into three

categories – motivation, self-confidence, and anxiety. Acquirers with a high (or strong)

Affective Filter will not be optimal L2 learners. This does not mean that they are not

able to understand the message, but the input will not reach the language acquisition

device in their brains, due to the Filter. 

    An important question that Krashen then asks is  "When does language teaching

help?" – and not "Does it help?" Principally, it may help when the chances to get input

outside the class are low (e.g. foreign language students), and of course it has to supply

comprehensible input. 

    The question of age has often been dealt with, a well-known idea being that younger

acquirers do better than older ones. Krashen argues that it is not age in itself that is

responsible for success in SLA, but again the quantity of comprehensible input and the

level of the Affective Filter. However, some generalisations can be made: 

2 Here I have kept Krashen's use of the capital letters as well.
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    (1) Adults proceed through the early stages of L2 development faster than children do

(time and exposure being held constant).

    (2) Older children acquire faster than younger children do (time and exposure being

held constant).

    (3) Acquirers  who begin natural  exposure  to  an  L2 during childhood generally

achieve higher L2 proficiency than those beginning as adults do.

    Children are better in the long run then, while adolescents are better at regulating

both the quantity and quality of their input. Adults can produce language earlier, since

they have the means to reduce the Silent Period that children have to go through. Good

(adult) language learners are above all good acquirers. 

3.5.2 More about the Input Hypothesis

Krashen (1985) expands his ideas about the Input Hypothesis in another work. The two

corollaries of the hypothesis are that "(a) speaking is a result of acquisition and not its

cause" and "(b) if input is understood, and there is enough of it, the necessary grammar

is automatically provided" (1985:2) (already pointed out in 3.5.1). There has to be input

(necessary  but  not  sufficient),  and  the  acquirer  has  to  make  use  of  his  Language

Acquisition Device (Chomsky's LAD). For Krashen as for Chomsky, everyone acquires

certain things in the same way, and the LAD is one of them,  even if  there can be

superficial individual variation. Not all comprehended input reaches the LAD, though,

because of the existence of the Affective Filter – in other words, the acquirer must be

"open". 

    Evidence supporting the Input Hypothesis is  caretaker speech (the "here and now"

language a mother or other people direct to a child acquiring his/her L1), which, though

it is at a higher level than the child's, contains a great deal of comprehensible input.

That is, even if it is simplified, the language is slightly beyond the acquirer's current

state of competence. There exist some language varieties that are similar to caretaker

speech, i.e. "teacher talk" (in L2 classes) and "foreigner talk" (native speakers adjust

their  language  when  talking  to  non-native  speakers).  "Interlanguage  talk"  is  the

language L2 acquirers speak with other L2 acquirers – this may be a good source of

comprehensible input in classroom situations, although a problem is that errors may be

"acquired" as well. 

    If we turn to age once more (see  3.5.1), Krashen assumes that the Affective Filter

"gains dramatically in strength at around puberty, a period considered as a turning point
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for  language  acquisition"  (1985:13).  The  Filter  is  rarely  low  enough  for  adults,

explaining why so few of them reach native-like competence in a L2. For (adult) L2

beginners, formal instruction often functions better than the complex inputs found in the

"real  world".  An  interesting  detail  brought  up  by  Krashen  concerns  immersion

programmes (in which majority language students study in a minority language, e.g.

French in Canada). It has namely been shown that immersion students,  even if  they

usually do not reach native competence, become much more competent than students in

regular language programmes do. Since they have to study all their subjects in the L2, it

implies  that  they have  to  obtain  considerable  quantities  of  comprehensible  input  –

"comprehensible subject-matter teaching  is language teaching" (1985:16). In the same

vein, the Input Hypothesis is also thought to explain the success of bilingual education

programmes, and it may be the case, too, for students reading more than others in an L2,

since it  has been found that they develop better  writing skills. In any case, Krashen

always returns to his "comprehensible input" as the major factor for acquiring an L2

successfully. 

3.6 McLaughlin

3.6.1 Criticising Krashen

McLaughlin (1987) points out that Krashen's deductive theory has been very popular in

the United States, but his aim is mainly to review and to criticise the Monitor model. He

claims that Krashen has not provided any way to determine whether a given process

involves acquisition or learning,  making the distinction slippery. In other words,  he

means, we have no objective way to say what is acquisition and what is learning. The

statement  that  learning  does  not  "turn  into"  acquisition  is  then  supported  by  no

evidence,  even  if  Krashen's  arguments  (i.e.  that  acquisition  sometimes  takes  place

without learning any rules and vice-versa) may be true. For many L2 learners, indeed, it

seems  obvious  that  certain  rules  can  be  acquired  through  learning.  Furthermore,

McLaughlin criticises Krashen for giving Chomsky's LAD too wide a scope, since it is

not clear how this concept can be applied to adults (according to Chomsky, the LAD

declines  with  age,  and  adults  have  to  rely  on  other  mental  devices).  Krashen  is

suspected  to  have  simply  misunderstood  the  LAD  concept.  The  mere  function  of

learning as a Monitor is criticised as well, because it implies that learning is useful only

for production and not for comprehension, and there is no evidence for this either. Nor
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can the Monitor be representative of a learner's conscious knowledge of grammar, its

scope of use being too restrictive (Krashen's three conditions for using the Monitor are:

to have enough time, to focus on form, and to know the rule).  Besides,  concerning

individual differences – Monitor over-users, under-users and optimal users, see above –

Krashen also appears to have mistakenly equated the rules that language learners apply

in their speech with the rules of the grammarian, which are not the same. Language

learners usually can not make their own rules explicit. 

    Concerning adult-child differences, research has shown that older children indeed do

better  in the fields of syntax and semantics,  whereas younger children have a better

phonological development, and it has been shown that early adolescence is the optimal

age  for  language  learning  (obviously  L2  learning,  my  note).  McLaughlin  does  not

believe in the argument that the use of the Monitor inhibits performance and he even

proposes the contrary, pointing out that adolescents do very well and that it is perhaps

due to their use of the Monitor, in fact. Furthermore, unlike Krashen, he believes that

what has consciously been learned can be transformed into unconscious acquisition. 

    McLaughlin goes on to criticise the other hypotheses. For instance, he brings in

research results that go against the Natural Order Hypothesis and claims that if we are

to accept it, it must be in a weak form – some things are learned before others, but not

always. As we do not know why it is so, such a hypothesis does not tell us much, then. 

    Regarding the Input Hypothesis, criticism is directed at Krashen's simple argument

that his theory can explain a number of phenomena, without providing any real evidence

for this (e.g., during the silent period, how does language become comprehensible to an

individual who knows nothing about it?). Nor does the theory say anything about how a

learner progresses from understanding to acquisition.  Moreover, it  seems doubtful to

claim that unknown structures (i  + l) can be acquired just thanks to the context,  as

Krashen appears to think (perhaps by the use of the LAD, but the view he has of it

cannot be approved, see above). As far as age is concerned, some arguments apparently

contradict each other: while Krashen maintains that older acquirers do better because

they can gain more comprehensible input thanks to superior skills, he also states that

younger children, thanks to caretaker speech, obtain an ideal quantity of "ready-made"

structures i + l. If this is the case, very young acquirers should have a great advantage

over  older  ones.  Besides,  according  to  McLaughlin,  the  very term  "comprehensible

input" is not even defined (and no one knows what structures really constitute the i + l
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level). Concerning adults, they clearly have "cognitive skills that enable them to take

advantage of formal instruction" (1987:46), which Krashen seems to ignore. It has in

fact been shown that adults can learn an L2 with near-native competence much more

rapidly than children do with their L1. 

    The fact that Krashen was against grammar-based methods has proved to have a

positive effect in the field of language teaching, because he "has made teachers and

learners  aware  that  there  is  more  to  a  language  than  knowledge  of  its  grammar"

(1987:48). For instance, everyone will agree that in a classroom situation, grammatical

structures can already be known by some students and far beyond others, and that error

correction  implies  that  students  are  not  free  to  express  their  linguistic  creativity.

McLaughlin  sees  grammar  teaching  and  correction  more  as  a  way  to  provide  "a

shortcut" for learners. Turning to the Affective Filter Hypothesis, McLaughlin points

out  that  there  is  general  agreement  that  affective  factors  play a  critical  role  in  L2

learning. Thus, he questions the necessity of bringing in an affective filter to explain

research findings.     

    McLaughlin remarks that the idea of the filter was proposed earlier by Dulay and

Burt  (and  Krashen  with  them),  being a  sort  of  subconscious  system that  "screens"

incoming language according to motives, needs, attitudes, and emotional states. It has

four functions:

(1) It determines which language models the learner will select.

(2) It determines which part of the language will be attended to first.

(3) It determines when the language acquisition efforts should cease.

(4) It determines how fast a learner can acquire a language. (1987:53)

    

Anyhow, Krashen's filter is seen by McLaughlin as a sort of "deus ex machina, allowing

for any and all results" (1987:54), and as poorly defined. 

3.6.2 Interlanguage theories

    McLaughlin (1987) reviews theories of interlanguage, first looking at various uses of

the term and second discussing more recent issues in this field. Generally speaking,

"interlanguage" means "(1) the learner's system  at a single point in time and (2) the

range of interlocking systems that characterizes the development of learners over time"

(1987:60). 
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    McLaughlin points out that Selinker's theory, developed in the early 1970's, was a

cognitive  one,  while  for  Adjemian,  interlanguage  should  be  analysed  linguistically

(McLaughlin's italics), being a rule-governed behaviour. That is, interlanguage shows a

big systematicity,  and this  regularity should  help  to  map out  the learner's  grammar.

Adjemian, unlike Selinker, thought of interlanguage as an unstable, dynamic system. It

is a "permeable" system either by using items or rules from the L1 when this can not be

avoided, or by overgeneralising rules from the L2. 

    Tarone saw interlanguage as being a set of styles, which depend on the context of

use. Learners' utterances can vary at least in two ways: (1) learners' phonological and

syntactical structures may differ because of the linguistic (and thus social) context, and

(2) the production of such structures may vary due to the task used for eliciting data

from learners. Thus, Tarone added a sociolinguistic dimension to Adjemian's linguistic

point of view. 

    L2 research of the early 1970's  challenged the  neo-behaviourist  and contrastive

analysis  theories  that  prevailed  at  that  time.  Whereas  behaviourists  saw  language

development  as  being  triggered  by  external  factors,  the  new  investigators  put  the

emphasis  on  internal  processes.  Contrary  to  the  dominant  idea,  they  found  that

interference played a minor role in SLA, and that contrastive analysis in fact could not

predict what errors learners made during the acquisition process. These findings were

made thanks to both morpheme studies and error analysis. 

    Morpheme studies were based on Brown's work: he had found that children having

English as their L1 follow an "invariant" sequence in the acquisition of certain function

words (e.g. articles, prepositions or verb inflections). Later on, new results brought in

by other researchers showed that L2 learners, and even adults, follow a similar pattern.

Statistics  also  made  evident  that  this  was  the  case  for  learners  with  different  L1,

suggesting  some kind  of  "natural  order"  for  the  development.  Criticism was  raised

against the morpheme studies because of results that did not correlate with the order

that Brown had found.

    It is the analysis of learners' errors that gave the most convincing results against

contrastive analysis, i.e. that children make errors reflecting L2 influence more than L1

influence. Even if these errors could partly be influenced by the L1, they may in fact

reflect  L2  overgeneralisations,  which  indeed  correspond  to  strategies  used  by

monolingual children. Such errors are called "developmental" and are produced by adult
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learners as well. This led to the quite hasty conclusion that L2 learning was like L1

acquisition,  both  possibly  involving  universal  linguistic  operations.  In  fact,  other

findings showed that the L1 does play a role, and some important methodological flaws

in the research were also discovered. The problem is that no one seems to be able to say

with certainty what type of error a L2 learner makes and why he/she makes it – an error

can  be  due  to  either  intralingual  or  interlingual  factors,  or  both.  Furthermore,  L2

learners may avoid certain linguistic structures in which they could make errors, which

illustrates differences between their L1 and the L2. A methodological problem is also

that studies in this area mainly concern data gathered at a single point in time, which

results in the impossibility of saying whether an error is prevalent at that point in time

(it may well be a mistake, my note) or whether it is persistent.

    We can mention more recent developments in Interlanguage theory that McLaughlin

brings up. The major issues that became topical after the error-analysis period were 

(1) How systematic and how variable is the interlanguage?

(2) How are interlanguages acquired?

(3) What is the role of the first language? (1987:69)

These concerns resulted in more dynamic (process-oriented) accounts of interlanguage

systems.  For  Adjemian,  for  instance,  these  are  constantly  variable.  In  fact,  most

linguistically oriented researchers began to study both systematicity and variation in

interlanguage  development.  Some  of  them,  as  Hyltenstam  and  Andersen,  studied

individual variability within uniformity – that is,  in spite of individual  differences a

tendency to  follow a  definite  order  was  found.  Evidence  for  this  was  provided by

Huebner, who found systematicity beneath the "superficial chaos" of a particular learner

of English. This "chaos" was simply occurring because the learner was changing his

hypotheses about the L2, Huebner claimed. There can also be systematic variability, i.e.

at the same stage of development, a learner may use a rule on an occasion but use a

different one on another occasion. Tarone's explanation for this is that interlanguage,

like any natural language, is systematically variable (every learner's competence goes

from careful to vernacular style, which Tarone calls a "capability continuum"). Still,

interlanguage is systematic, because it shows sufficient regularity in its development.

An objection to this is Ellis's argument that there is  also non-systematic variability in
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interlanguage – when new forms that have not yet been integrated into a learner's form-

function  system are  used,  he/she  may use  other  forms  in  free  variation.  Basically,

interlanguages are considered to be unstable and unpredictable. 

    Turning to the acquisition of the interlanguage, there are different approaches. One is

the functional approach, which claims that function can be acquired without form as

apparent evidence from L2 data has shown (e.g. temporality can be expressed by other

means  than  verb  morphology,  e.g.  with  adverbials  +  infinitives3).  This  shows  the

advantage of the process orientation – to focus on the product certainly does not help to

understand how the product arises.

    The last interesting point in this review of interlanguage theory is the role of the L1.

We have seen that in spite of its regularity, interlanguage varies, both within subjects

and between subjects. Looking at the L1 means examining between-subject variability

and thus how the L1 influences the interlanguage. Studies involving children with L1's

belonging to different  linguistic families  have brought evidence that all  the children

acquired the English interrogative in roughly the same way, but that it took longer time

for one of them because of a lack of correspondence between L1 and L2 structures.

Thus, although the result (the product) is the same, differences in L1 imply differences

of process.  This was an example of  transfer as process,  but there are other transfer

phenomena that have been observed. Typological organisation appears when syntactic

similarities exist between the two languages. Avoidance concerns constructions that do

not  exist  in  the  L1 and  as  a  result  are  less  often  used.  Overproduction  of  certain

elements concerns constructions that exist in both languages and which, though they are

less used in the L2 than in the L1, tend to be over-used.  Language facilitation occurs

when vocabulary items show similarity in  form and meaning in both languages and

thanks to that the acquisition of items that are different appears to be facilitated as well.

Modification of hypotheses means that learners, because of their previous knowledge,

may form faulty  hypotheses  about  the  L2,  leading  to  mistaken  generalisations  and

inaccurate information. Moreover, transfer can be seen as 

 

a cognitive process in which decisions are made on the basis of

(1) the learner's perception of the similarity between L1 and L2

structures and (2) the degree of markedness of the L1 structure.

More marked structures are those that the person thinks of as

3 See McLaughlin for details.
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irregular,  infrequent,  and  semantically  opaque.  Transfer  is

predicted to  occur  when the perceived similarity between the

two  languages  is  great  and  when the  structures  involved  are

marked (1987:79). 

A concluding remark made by McLaughlin is that the L1 does affect the development of

the interlanguage, but this influence is not always predictable. 

3.6.3 Cognitive theory

    McLaughlin (1987) also reviews research which has been conducted in the field of

Cognitive theory. Based on the work of psychologists and psycholinguists, this theory

rather represents an extension of L2 research, on which it can nevertheless cast some

light. Here I will report the most interesting arguments and findings. 

    For  McLaughlin,  to  learn  an  L2 is  to  learn  a  skill,  because  language must  be

practised, and it is a  cognitive  process, since it involves internal representations that

guide performance. Humans have the ability to process information, but this capacity is

limited, so, to be efficient, the processing has to become automatic. It means that we

must integrate a series of sub-skills that have to become automatised. Schneider and

Shiffrin  see  memory as  being  composed  of  "complexly  interassociated"  nodes  (the

complexity  increasing  as  learning  progresses)  containing  information.  These  nodes

become  activated  either  through  automatic  processing –  appropriate  input  releases

learned responses, which are stored in long-term memory after enough training – or

through controlled processing – where all the attention of the subject is required since it

does not involve learned responses. The use of controlled processes normally leads to

automaticity. Thanks to our learning ability, we can concentrate on new, more difficult

tasks, and our performances can improve. 

    As  learning  progresses,  our  internalised  representations  change and have  to  be

restructured. Cheng gives the example of the learning of multiplication tables: one can

look up the right entry instead of carrying out several addition operations. The gain in

efficiency  observed  is  not  the  result  of  automatisation,  Cheng  argued.  "Rather  the

limitations  in performance have been overcome by restructuring the task procedure"

(1987:136-137).  For  Karmiloff-Smith,  automaticity  and  restructuring  are  different

phases of the same learning process. Humans have the ability to control not only the

external environment (phase 1) and their internal representations (phase 2), but also the
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interaction between the two (phase 3). This implies that learning is  more than mere

automaticity (learners can go to a "metaprocedural" level) and that it involves constant

modification of  organisational  structures.  Rumelhart  and Norman see restructuration

itself as a kind of learning, which would account for learners' sudden insights or "clicks

of comprehension", making them look at the material in a new way. Anyhow, these

authors all mean that the process of learning is more than just  automaticity through

practice.

    This perspective has been applied to L2 learning. For example, when learners find

themselves in test situations, they may not have completely automatised certain skills.

This implies that they have to make use of controlled processes, and to obtain good

results  they  have  to  be  given  more  time.  There  are  also  differences  between  the

techniques used for lexical encoding by more proficient and less proficient L2 learners.

Henning  found  that  more  advanced  learners  (and  native  speakers),  having  already

automatised formal aspects, focus on meaning instead. Consequently, their errors tend

to involve semantic clustering, whereas less advanced learners' errors tend to involve

formal clustering – acoustic and orthographic for instance – since they have not yet

automatised the formal sub-components. In other words, less advanced learners have

less energy to pay attention to meaning. Further evidence corroborating this has been

brought by other researchers, notably concerning syntax. It has been found that non-

native  speakers,  and with  them less  proficient  L2 learners,  do better  in  recognising

whether  the  form  of  a  sentence  has  been  changed  than  native  speakers  and  more

proficient L2 learners, who recognise altered meanings better. 

    Faerch and Kasper distinguish between declarative knowledge (internalised rules that

represent the "what") and procedural knowledge ("how" to process L2 data). Procedural

knowledge  is  tied  to  the  restructuration  of  internal  representations  (see  above).

According to Ellis,  different  strategies are  available  to  learners:  learning  strategies,

which  relate  to  the  procedural  knowledge,  and  production  and  communication

strategies,  which  refer  to  language  use.  Learning  strategies  are  sub-divided  into

simplification strategies (overgeneralisation and transfer), inferencing (mostly based on

intralingual and extralingual features of the physical environment), hypothesis-testing

strategies, and practice. Production strategies are sub-divided into planning strategies

(involving  semantic  simplification  and  linguistic,  or  formal,  simplification)  and

correcting strategies (monitoring). Communication strategies can be reduction strategies
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(formal or functional avoidance) and achievement strategies (compensatory strategies –

i.e. forms and functions are replaced by others – and retrieval strategies – i.e. an item is

difficult to locate but the learner goes on without compensating it).

    For McLaughlin, Cognitive theory is inductive, being based on research findings (in

contrast to Krashen's input hypothesis). In his evaluation, he points out that Cognitive

theory regards L1 and L2 acquisition as "following its  own course",  like any other

complex cognitive skill. Most researchers agree that a natural order exists in SLA, e.g.

that certain structures are acquired before others can be. However, we only have data

for a few languages and a few linguistic structures, not to mention that both the L1 and

individual variations play a role in the acquisition process. 

3.7 Linnarud

Linnarud (1993) points out that as a language teacher one has the opportunity to be the

best  language researcher.  A teacher  can make the  classroom an interesting place to

study  what happens during the learning of an L2,  how this  learning process can be

facilitated as much as possible and why the result is not always the one expected. She

claims that the learner and his/her learning process, the teacher as well as language and

culture are the keys. She also reminds us that many learners are inhibited by their fear of

making errors, since at school it often leads to bad marks. But, as we have seen, errors

may be a sign that learning is indeed happening (see 2.3). On the other side, Linnarud

notices  that  it  is  true  that  errors  make  communication  more  or  less  successful  –

sometimes  leading  to  the  misunderstanding  of  the  message  and  even  leading  to

irritation. But she mentions empirical studies that have shown that the errors interfering

most  with communication are  not  the ones that  obtain most  attention at  school.  For

example,  it appeared that  a wrong verb complement  was more disturbing for native

speakers than wrong word order or concord errors, in a test where native speakers had

to read texts which included different error types. A similar test was made, in which

native speakers listened to different variations of the same text (one was grammatically

correct but the pronunciation was bad, another one was read by a native speaker but

contained grammatical errors). The result was that pronunciation is more important than

an irreproachable grammar, and most irritating seems to be breaching intonation and

rhythm, even if little misunderstanding occurs. This is to be related to norms, which are

of the highest importance – a foreigner may risk not to be taken seriously, to be judged
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as boring or even unintelligent if not respecting the norms of the culture he/she is to

meet.

    About the influence of the L1, she also mentions  transfer, i.e. the use of former

knowledge to resolve a new task. When this knowledge is well in accordance with the

new task, positive transfer occurs. Negative transfer occurs when the former knowledge

disturbs the execution of the new task, and it is called interference (as we have seen,

and as Linnarud now points out, learners make the acquisition process easier when they

generalise their L1 experience, but this aptitude can lead to overgeneralising, which is

the negative side of it.) Now many researchers prefer to replace the term  transfer  by

cross-linguistic  influence.  An interesting detail  is  also  that  similarities  between two

languages can delay the acquisition of new structures, and the quantity of knowledge we

transfer from L1 to L2 is due to how closely related we think they are. This is indeed

more positive than negative, Linnarud means, because it can help to save time and make

comprehension progress more quickly. 

    Then she mentions the work of other researchers (e.g. Schumann), who have claimed

that L2 learning looks like a shorter process of pidginisation, that is, the learner tries to

make a synthesis of the two languages. A criticism has been raised against this, because

the conditions met in the process of pidginisation are obviously different than the ones

met in L2 learning – a pidgin language is used as a means of communication in a group,

while interlanguages are individual. Schumann has reacted by claiming that the learning

principles could be the same for both of these processes, despite different final products.

   Moreover,  Linnarud  shortly  reviews  interactionist  theories,  which  take  both

environmental  and  internal  factors  into  account.  According to  the  multidimensional

model, there is a natural order in the way we learn morphemes, and teaching can not

influence this order. The teachability hypothesis implies that language learning can only

be influenced by external factors like teaching or stays in a L2 country, provided that

the learner has the right level to be able to receive this influence. Thus, teaching can

only influence the learning of morphemes that have begun to occur according to the

natural  order.  The  term  "multidimensional  model"  comes  from  the  idea  that  the

developmental  dimension interacts  with  a  variation  dimension,  which  alludes  to

individual  differences  between  learners.  This  implies  that  learners  can  either  be

standard-oriented (i.e. they focus on correct forms) or oriented towards simplification

(i.e.  they  focus  on  communication),  but  a  learner  can  alternate  between  the  two
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orientations during a period of time. This model has been designed to help the making

of a course, so that the teacher knows what points should be considered by turns, and

even so that he/she can predict individual variations. Linnarud means that it is difficult

to find evidence for all this, and a problem could be that the model to a greater extent

deals with difficulties in the learning process rather than it explains how the process

itself consists in. However, it has been received positively. 

    Concerning the fact that everyone of us always achieves in our L1, but not always in

a L2, she mentions the age factor. As we have seen above, Chomsky has claimed that

there is a LAD (Language Acquisition Device) in our brain, which stops being active at

around puberty and thus prevents us from acquiring a new language in any satisfying

way.  Lenneberg,  the  psycholinguist,  proposed  a  critical  age at  which  optimal

acquisition  can  take place –  after  that,  changes  in  the  neurological  system make it

impossible. Studies were made to find evidence for both theories, but the results were

not convincing. The fact is that age is only one factor among others, so it is difficult to

measure its importance. However, two trends are clear:  older learners acquire faster,

and  younger learners  acquire  better  (considering the final  product).  Adults  are  only

quicker at the beginning, though, and younger adults are always quicker than older ones.

In any case, many studies show that only children who have begun their L2 acquisition

process before the age of six are able to reach native speaker competence. Four reasons

are proposed to explain this, i.e. changes in the brain (lateralisation), cognitive reasons

(when we begin to  think abstractly), input  (children are  given a greater quantity of

adapted  input),  and  socio-psychological  reasons.  Linnarud  mentions  Bley-Vorman's

fundamental difference hypothesis, which states that the differences between children's

and adults' acquisition of a L2 are  internal (i.e. not merely due to input differences),

linguistic  (only the specific language acquisition ability diminishes),  and  qualitative

(this ability disappears). Adults have a superior cognitive system, but since it is not

specifically language-directed, it is not as good as children's is. Linnarud continues by

dealing with personality.. That is,  extrovert  people appear to be more communicative

than others are, but research results  seem to contradict each other (see Linnarud for

more details). Risk-takers are often successful in communication, but they can not utter

whatever they want if they are to succeed! However, to dare take some risks is good,

Linnarud says, and a problem in classrooms is that learners often dare not. Inhibitions

can  also  have  a  negative  effect  in  SLA,  whereas  a  good  self-confidence can  help.
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Anxiety plays an important role too, and it is not always negative. Empathy appears to

have some importance as well, but more research needs to be conducted in that field.

Moreover,  learners  had  better  be  tolerant  for  unclearness  and  ambiguity to  be

successful in a L2 (tolerance in L2 learning can lead to more creativity).  Personality is

not all, and some people seem to have a greater competence in languages than others

do. To possess a good  phonetic competence, to have  grammatical sensitivity, a good

memory, and an  inductive language acquisition competence  (i.e.  to be able to draw

conclusions  and reach meaning through a process)  are  important  factors,  which are

difficult to influence, though. Then Linnarud mentions motivation, a factor obviously

important in SLA, but it is uncertain how it works (see Linnarud for more details). She

also means that people's (e.g. teachers', fellow learners' and parents') attitudes towards

languages  play a  role,  as  well  as  different  acquisition  strategies  (see  Linnarud  for

details).

    Linnarud also discusses the role of the teacher in SLA and believes that "teacher talk"

is needed to help communication occur in the classroom (cf. Krashen's input, which has

to be a little beyond the learners' level). It is good, she says, to communicate in the L2 in

the classroom. In fact, the effect of teaching is a large research field, but an interesting

finding  is  that  teaching  appearently  makes  acquisition  go  further  than  just

communication without any grammatical information. In a study, indeed, learners who

were formally taught in English tended to make overgeneralisation errors about endings,

while those who were not used the endings too seldom – the conclusion was that there

is greater chance to see overgeneralisations disappearing than to see endings beginning

to be used. However, Linnarud proposes that grammar should not be used until it really

is  needed – after the learner has made his/her own conclusions and realises that an

explanation would help  acquisition.  Finally,  she  proposes  that  the  L2 should  be  as

realistic as possible and not just a simplified version of itself. 

3.8 Mitchell & Myles

Mitchell & Myles (1998) include the term "foreign" languages under the more general

term of "second" languages, because they believe in the similarity of the underlying

learning  processes  of  both  of  them. For  them,  learning  and  acquisition  are

interchangeable,  since  it  is  unclear  whether  the  conscious-unconscious  (cf.  Krashen

above) distinction is to be made. They also mention the fact that many linguists today

argue for the modularity of the brain (i.e. that it is composed of different modules with
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distinctive mechanisms related to different types of knowledge), and even believe in the

modularity of language competence itself. Possibly thus, there is an innate mechanism

that allows the developing of language. For them, it  is very probable that Universal

Grammar (UG) plays a definite role in L1 learning, but for L2 learning there are still

several possibilities, each of which has its strong defenders. The first one is that UG is

not involved in L2 learning at all (No access hypothesis), implying that learners make

use of general learning mechanisms instead; the second one is that UG plays a direct

role  in  L2  learning  and  its  process  is  basically  the  same  than  L1's  (Full  access

hypothesis); the third one states that UG is only accessed through L1 (Indirect access

hypothesis);  and the fourth one is  that some aspects of UG are still  available while

others  are  not  (Partial  access  hypothesis).  The  problem  is  that  for  each  of  these

hypotheses,  we  can  find  examples  corroborating  them  in  one  way or  another  (see

Mitchell & Myles for details). On the other hand, they point out that the UG theory is

only indirectly relevant to SLA, helping us to understand the acquisition process but not

what learners have to acquire. Still, they believe that grammar must be innate, at least to

some extent. 
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4 Analysis of errors (Results)

4.1 General presentation

First of all, I carefully read the learners' essays a couple of times. Then I made a list of

all the errors I could find in them, and though it took quite a long time, it was worth the

trouble since it  shows everything from the most common concord error to the most

striking spelling oddity. Tables 1 and 2 resume the classification I used, showing the

number of errors which the learners made in each category and summing up the number

of errors, both per category (at the end of every line) and individually (at the bottom of

each column). It is of course understood that there exist other error categories than the

ones figuring here, and the reason why I do not mention them in the analysis below is

simply that they have not occurred. 

    I have listed every occurrence of an error intentionally – i.e. if the same error occurs,

say, ten times in an essay, then I have counted ten errors. This is to avoid any ambiguity,

since some learners sometimes write  I and sometimes  i, seemingly without bothering

about logic. Besides, some words contain two different kinds of errors, e.g. In my free

tims,  where  tims is  wrongly spelled and should  be singular,  or  tinke (think),  which

contains two spelling mistakes. As a consequence,  (In my free) tims is found both in

Plural of Nouns and in Miscellaneous Spelling Errors, whereas tinke is only found in the

latter category. Another example is the phrase  I training almost every day,  which is

found both in “Aspect” and “Verb Phrase Construction”. Here the learner does not seem

to have understood at all how to use the  –ing form: it should have been the Simple

Present, I train, and for the construction to be right the learner should have written I’m

training. Thus, these words and phrases have not been put in two different categories by

mistake!

4.2 Error classification

This section4 presents the grammatical classification of errors in the same order as can

be found in Tables 1 and 2, including a general comparison between first and third

grades, which from now on will be called FG and TG, respectively. This presentation

will be followed by a class analysis and by another section studying individual variation.

4 The classification used for the different error categories does not represent essay headings, therefore
these categories do not appear in the Table of Contents.
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Table 1. Number of errors per paper. First Grade (Årskurs 7).
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Table 2. Number of errors per paper. Third Grade (Årskurs 9).
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1.  Plural  of  Nouns:  This  category shows missing and overused plurals  (2 brother;

twentytousand  peoples)  as  well  as  errors  concerning spelling rules  (My hobbis)  and

irregular plurals (childs). Not so many instances of wrong plurals have been found, but

there are more of these in FG (13) than in TG (7). Otherwise the error distribution is

equal  in  both Grades,  and it  is  certainly accidental  that  we find no wrong irregular

plurals in FG but two in TG. The fact that we find "regular" words like brother, meter,

name and  year unmarked in plural is probably due to the influence of Swedish, other

instances being certainly pure mistakes. 

2. Articles: Here we find all instances of missing and overused Indefinite and Definite

Articles – totally 11 in FG and 10 in TG. The proportion of missing articles is 5 to 1.

Most of them are more than probably influenced by Swedish (e.g. I have motorboat, I

like the school, The most of). Note that there is a single case of breaking of the spelling

(and pronunciation) rule (a for an) in both Grades, but the learner is the same.

3. Pronouns: This category includes all types of errors concerning Personal, Possessive,

Demonstrative or Relative Pronouns. There are 10 instances in FG – where 4 of them

concern the Personals, 3 the Possessives, 2 the Demonstratives and 1 the Relatives -

and  6  in  TG  -  3  of  them  concerning  the  Personals,  1  the  Possessives,  and  2  the

Demonstratives. 2 learners, 1 in both Grades, have mixed up it  with  it's, which might

seem a bit curious, while 2 others (in FG) have mixed up their with there's, so it could

suggest some kind of pattern here. A learner in FG wrote a little sister, which is twelve. 

4. Verbs:

    4.a. Concord – this subcategory is in its turn divided into two other ones:

           4.a.i. Be, Have, Do: This includes concord errors concerning the Present Tense

(am/are/is,  have/has,  do/does)  and  the  Past  Tense  (was/were). Here  the  difference

between the two Grades is striking, since there are more than twice as many errors in

FG (25) than in TG (10). These errors can be considered "classics", being well known

by Swedish teachers of English, and the reason why they occur is probably that Swedish

does not have to deal with the problem of concord within Tenses. 

            4.a.ii.  Other   Verbs  : This concerns all other errors being related to the Third

Person Singular ("s"). The explanation is of course the same as for Be, Have, Do. The

proportion here is slightly in favour of FG, where I have only found 6 errors, versus 9 in

TG. 
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Totally,  the  Concord  error  instances  are  31  in  FG and 19  in  TG,  which  is  quite  a

significant difference. 

    4.b.  Tense: This subcategory shows all types of Tenses used wrongly, especially

regarding the context  (e.g.  have gone  for  had gone)  and Irregular-Verb errors (e.g.

broked for broke). There are 12 in FG and 10 in TG, and the distribution is quite equal.

It is not easy to say whether these instances are errors influenced by Swedish or if they

are pure mistakes. However, it is obvious for some of them, e.g. to write I am born is in

my opinion definitely due to  Swedish interference,  and  I  have live  here  must  be a

mistake. But what about I don't like to was ill or I just be with friends?

    4.c. Aspect: This third subcategory shows errors where the Progressive form is used

instead of the Simple form or vice-versa. The proportion is 12 in FG versus 6 in TG,

which  could  suggest  a  positive  evolution  (we  can  point  out  that  Aspect  is  quite  a

difficult  feature of the English language for foreign students,  and it  also seems that

Swedish learners tend to use many  –ing forms because it  "looks" and "sounds" very

English). 

    4.d. Wrong Auxiliary: I have found 5 cases in TG: shall for should (four times in the

same essay) and would for should.  A friend shall  has certainly been influenced by the

Swedish verb  ska,  which does  correspond to  shall when the meaning is  the Future

(though it is only used in the First Person in English), but not otherwise. 

    4.e. Verb Phrase Construction: Here we find instances where something is missing,

e.g. I born,  I like listen to or  I training. The learners have not understood how to use

these constructions the right way. It is especially striking in the case of the –ing form

used in the Progressive, where the required form of  be is  missing.  The numbers of

instances are 17 in FG and 7 in TG.

5.  Adjectives and Adverbs:  This concerns the use of an Adverb in the place of an

Adjective or vice-versa. It is another classic error often produced by Swedish learners of

English. Curiously enough we find no instances at all in Table 1, but if we read the

essays we see that the FG learners hardly used any Adjectives and Adverbs. In TG we

find 5 (e.g.  Everyone needs a really friend),  which could be expected since the TG

learners used more Adjectives and Adverbs – and more words in general – than they

had done two years earlier. In this category I have also included a case of Comparative

error (more easy, which is included in the 5 total instances), made by a TG learner, and
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it is the only one of this type that has been found5. However, it is doubtful whether it

should be considered an error, as more easy is possible to build, but I am really not sure

that the learner could have produced the form easier, so I assume that to write  more

easy was probably some kind of strategy to avoid making any construction error due to

the  presence  of  the  final  y  in  easy  (see  5 for  a  further  discussion  about  learner

strategies). 

6. Prepositions:

    6.a. Wrong Preposition: This first subcategory concerns Prepositions used instead of

others (On the winter;  at 1996), a very common error in foreign language learning. 10

have been found in FG and 12 in TG, so it is quite equal. All instances except 2 have

been produced by the same learners (1 error is even exactly the same). 

    6.b.  Missing Preposition:  A Preposition is missing where it  is  needed (the 25th

February;  i was born 1988). There are 6 instances in FG and 4 in TG, but only one

learner has made an error in both Grades. There is no doubt that most of these errors are

due to Swedish interference (e.g. I must go bus, ... if anything should hapend me).

    6.c.  Overused Preposition: A Preposition is used where it should not (to watch on

tennis, ... go for snowboarding). There are just a few instances of this error category – 3

in FG and 4 in TG. Again the influence of Swedish is probably responsible here.

7. Spelling: All kinds of spelling errors are found here, distributed into 5 subcategories.

    7.a. Apostrophes:

         7.a.i. Missing Apostrophe: An Apostrophe is missing in a Genitive (My mothers

name) or in a Contraction (I dont). There are 11 missing apostrophes in FG, 10 of which

concern  Genitives  and  1  a  Contraction,  but  only  3  in  TG,  all  of  them  being

Contractions. The reason for this is that no TG learner has used any Genitives at all.

           7.a.ii. Overused Apostrophe: An Apostrophe is used where it should not (I'am,

the 4'th place). There are 9 cases in FG while there are just 2 in TG (made by one and

the same learner), which could indicate some positive evolution.

           7.a.iii. Other errors with Apostrophes: Here I have included phrases containing

an Apostrophe and written as if it were one word, i.e. with no space between the two

parts (it is only possible to see such errors in hand-written production). There are 6

instances in FG and 4 in TG, and 6 of them all are made by one and the same learner. I

strongly suspect the learner's writing style to be responsible!

5 More easy can hardly be considered an error, but I strongly doubt that the learner could produce the
form easier.
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        7.b. Capital Letters:

           7.b.i. "I": When I is written i. This seems to be quite a common error, as I have

found 48 instances in FG – though only 9 in TG. One FG learner has even made this

error  20  times  in  his  paper!  And as  noted  before,  several  learners  have  sometimes

written  I and sometimes  i  in  the same essay. At least  this  subcategory is  not  to  be

considered to be influenced by Swedish.

           7.b.ii.  Other errors with Capital Letters: Capital Letters are missing or are

overused, many of the missing ones being unmistakably influenced by Swedish – the

months and the days of the week, for instance. Others, like country names, may just be

mistakes.  The  overused  ones  –  only Nouns  –  might  be  made  by learners  studying

German, or perhaps they are the result of a will to be a bit more "stylish". Totally there

are 6 in FG and 15 in TG – the latter outnumbering the former in a striking way, for

once.

    7.c.  Miscellaneous Spelling Errors: Here we find classics such as  allready beside

oddities like auder (other) or tinke (think). There is not much to be said about this, other

than noticing that a part of the errors are once again due to the influence of Swedish

(e.g.  fotball,  guitarr, and indeed oppinions, perhaps due to the learner's assuming that

the stressed syllabus was the first, and then the learner wrote two p, as most of the time

in Swedish, when the vowel in a stressed syllabus is short, the following consonant has

to be double). This is, rather unsurprisingly I think, the largest category, with 106 errors

found in FG and 94 in TG.

    7.d. Compounds: A phrase is written as a word (freetime) or a word is transformed

into a phrase (every thing). There are very few instances of the latter (just 2 in TG plus

thought-ful), and the proportion is 8 in FG versus 14 in TG. 

    The Spelling errors represent a total of 195 instances in FG and 141 in TG.

8. Wrong Words: First I wanted to put these errors in a subcategory of Spelling Errors,

but, although they involve spelling, they are not really such errors. Here the spelling

strikingly affects the pronunciation and renders a different, existing word (it's very fan

for it's very fun or how for who), but it can also be a phrase containing a wrong word (to

drive a bike  instead of  to ride a bike). I have also chosen to make Wrong Words a

separate category because I assume that if English native speakers should read them,

they would probably react, reading them first as words pronounced differently. Very

often, these errors concern vowels - this is not surprising, as English has a very complex
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vowel system. Some of its features are similar to the Swedish system but with many

more irregularities, which can explain a part of the errors (accentuation is also involved

here). The major error concerning consonants is the mixing-up of  v and  w. This is a

phenomenon  that  appears  very often  in  the  written  or  oral  production  of  Swedish

learners – and not just of learners, as a matter of facts! – v and w sounding the same in

Swedish. I have found classic errors like  were  instead of  very and  newer  instead of

never.  Wrong translations  as  keep  your  contact  with (instead  of  keep  in  touch) are

probably due  to  Swedish  as  well.  Besides,  there  are  two  purely invented  words  –

byldmodels in FG and bescrive in TG – a sort of mix of Swedish and English. The total

proportion is 20 in FG versus 26 in TG, some TG learners having made the same error

several times.

9.  Untranslated  Swedish  Words: Here  the  learner  does  not  know  or  does  not

remember the required word, and to fill the blank writes it in his/her native language.

This is not a very successful communication strategy, though. There are 13 instances in

FG and just 4 in TG.

10. Syntax (Word Order/Sentence Structure): English syntax is not always respected

(so took we,  my both parents).  I had expected more errors of this  type, because of

Swedish influence, but I have only found 3 in FG and 2 in TG.  Different learners have

committed the errors.

The total of all errors found in the papers is 356 in the first Grade and 268 in the third

Grade, which is quite a striking difference. 

    Under the heading labelled “Total Errors” there is another one called “Words in

Paper”, representing the number of words found in each essay. This is quite helpful for

comparing the proportion of errors made by each learner.

4.3 Class variation

The diagrams below show the results with averages for the whole classes, with the First

Grade (Årskurs 7) on the left side of the page, and the Third Grade (Årskurs 9) on the

right side to make the comparison easier6. 

    The first parallel diagrams show the eight error categories without their subdivisions.

Thus, we can see that the average number of errors is slightly lower than 1 for Plural of

6 Observe that there are varying scales for the different categories.
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Nouns in FG and even lower in TG (round 0.5). For Articles it is between 0.5 and 1 in

both FG and TG (nearly equal, in fact), and for Pronouns the rate is quite similar to that

of the former category in FG (between 0.5 and 1, ), while it is under 0.5 in TG. For the

totality of the Verb errors, the class average reaches 4 in FG but does not reach 3 in TG.

For Adjectives & Adverbs it is, as we have seen in the preceding section, nil in FG and

lower than 0.5 in TG, while for Prepositions it is a bit higher than 1 in both FG and TG,

with  a  slightly  higher  rate  for  TG.  The  largest  category,  Spelling errors,  shows  an

average of nearly 13 in FG and about 9.5 in TG, the latter representing a significantly

lower rate. The rate for Wrong Words is just above 1 for FG but nearly reaches 1.5 for

TG, whereas  for  Untranslated Swedish Words it  lies between 0.5 and 1 in  FG and

between 0 and 0.5 in TG. For  Syntax it is under 0.5 for both Grades, with a slightly

lower rate for TG.

    Looking at the Verb subdivisions, the most striking one is Concord (here without its

subcategories), which shows the highest average in both Grades: about 1.8 in FG and

between 1 and 1.1 in TG, that is to say a much smaller error rate, but still important. For

Tense,  the  rate  is  between  0.6  and  0.7  in  FG and under  0.6  in  TG,  still  a  visible

difference  as  well  although  the  rate  of  errors  is  relatively  small  in  both  Grades.

Concerning Aspect, the difference is even bigger, the average lying between 0.6 and 0.7

in FG (the same as for Tense) while it is only a bit higher than 0.3 in TG. On the other

hand, there are no Wrong Auxiliaries in FG, whereas the average is nearly 0.3 in TG.

Finally, the  Verb Phrase Construction rates are fairly different as well, lying between

0.9 and 1 in FG and barely reaching 0.4 in TG (less than half as high, then). 

    Turning to  the  Prepositions subdivisions,  we  can see  minimal  differences.  For

Wrong Preposition,  the  average lies  between 0.5  and  0.6  in  FG while  it  is  higher

(between 0.6 and 0.7, in fact closer to 0.7) in TG. For  Missing Preposition it is a bit

higher than 0.3 in FG and a bit higher than 0.2 in TG, while for Overused Preposition it

is lower than 0.2 in FG and - again - a bit higher than 0.2 in TG. 

    The last two diagrams deal with the Spelling subdivisions, and again the differences

are  not  as  striking  as  for  Verbs,  for  instance,  but  they exist.  For  Apostrophes,  the

average is about 1.5 in FG and about 0.5 in TG, and for Capital Letters it is 3 in FG and

lower  than  1.5  in  TG (here  without  showing the  subcategories  of  Apostrophes and

Capital Letters). The largest subdivision is, as we have already seen, the Miscellaneous
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Spelling errors, with an average close to 6 in FG and between 5 and 5.5 in TG. Finally,

it is about 0.5 in FG and between 0.5 and 1 in TG for Compounds. 
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Figure 1. Error results, all categories.
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Figure 2. Error results, Verbs.
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Figure 3. Error results, Prepositions.
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Figure 4. Error results, Spelling.

4.4 Individual variation

If we take a closer look at the individual error production, we have already seen that it

varies a great deal (see Table 1 and Table 2 above). In Table 3 below I have chosen to

present the statistical results of the 18 learners differently, as explained in the following:

the first column shows the error types in the same order as before (notice that I have

removed the subcategories belonging to Concord,  Apostrophes and Capital Letters for

the sake of clarity); the second column shows the number of learners who produced

errors neither in FG nor in TG; the third column shows how many only produced errors

when they were in FG, and the fourth one shows how many only produced errors when

they were in TG; the fifth column shows how many learners produced errors in both FG

and TG. 

    Regarding the number of learners who produced no errors at all, we can see that the

variation between the categories is important: while none of the learners were able to

avoid either  Verb or  (Miscellaneous) Spelling errors,  only a few of them committed

Adjective & Adverbs and Preposition errors. Within the Verb category, only 2 learners

did not produce any Concord errors at all, whereas no fewer than 16 managed to avoid

any  Wrong  Auxiliary errors.  In  the  fields  of  Tense,  Aspect and  Verb  Phrase

Construction,  fewer  than  half  the  learners  avoided  errors,  Tense and  Verb  Phrase

Construction showing the same figure (5). Only 5 learners produced no  Preposition
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errors at all, but if we look at the subcategories, we can see that the figures are higher,

which means that many avoided errors, the Wrong Preposition subcategory having the

lowest  figure  (only 9  learners  out  of  18  avoided  such  errors).  Within  the  Spelling

category, the highest figure is found in  Apostrophes (6 learners - only a third thus -

avoided errors  implying Apostrophes), and for Wrong Words, the figure is even lower,

as only 2 learners did not make any errors of this kind. Untranslated Swedish Words has

a relatively high figure, implying that more than half the learners avoided errors in this

subcategory. The same is true for Syntax as well.

    If we now look at the two mid-columns, showing respectively the number of learners

who only produced errors in FG and those who only produced errors in TG, we can see

that the figures are relatively equal  for both. Besides,  the figures are generally low,

implying that fewer than half the learners produced errors either in FG only or in TG

only, all categories taken into account. None produced Adjective & Adverb or Spelling

errors in FG only, while none produced Verb or Spelling errors in TG only. Within the

Verb category, none committed  Wrong Auxiliary errors in  FG only, and within  the

Spelling category, none committed Miscellaneous Spelling errors, either in FG only or

in TG only. The biggest difference concerns  Apostrophes, the figure of which is four

times higher in FG than in TG (i.e far more learners made such errors  only in FG),

followed by Capital Letters and Aspect (for which the highest figure is also in FG). 

    The last column concerns how many learners produced errors in both FG and TG.

Here the figures are relatively low as well, although the Verb category shows 15 learners

and the  Spelling category 18 learners (i.e.  all  of them). None produced  Adjective &

Adverb and  Syntax errors in both FG and TG. Within the  Verb category, none of the

learners produced Wrong Auxiliary errors in both Grades – the same being true for the

Overused  Preposition subcategory  within  Prepositions.  For  Aspect,  Verb  Phrase

Construction, Missing Preposition, and Swedish Words, the figure is only 1, et cetera.

    The Total shows that all of the 18 learners committed errors in both Grades, which is

quite obviously not a big surprise! 
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Table 3. Number of learners who have made errors in each category.

Error Type No errors 

at  all

Errors in 

FG only

Errors in

TG only

Errors in

both Grades
1. Plurals of Nouns 6 5 4 3
2. Articles 7 3 5 3
3. Pronouns 8 4 2 4
4.a. Concord 2 6 3 7
4.b. Tense 5 7 4 2
4.c. Aspect 7 7 3 1
4.d. Wrong Auxiliary 16 0 2 0
4.e. Verb Phrase Construction 5 8 4 1
4. Total Verbs 0 3 0 15
5. Adjectives & Adverbs 13 0 5 0
6.a. Wrong Preposition 9 1 2 6
6.b. Missing Preposition 11 3 3 1
6.c. Overused Preposition 13 2 3 0
6. Total Prepositions 5 3 3 7
7.a. Apostrophes 6 8 2 2
7.b. Capital Letters 4 7 2 5
7.c. Misc. Spelling Errors 0 0 0 18
7.d. Compounds 8 1 5 4
7. Total Spelling 0 0 0 18
8. Wrong Words 2 4 5 7
9. Swedish Words 13 3 1 1
10. Syntax 13 3 2 0
TOTAL ERRORS 0 0 0 18
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5 Discussion and conclusion

With these results at hand now, we can state that the hypothesis formulated in 2.1 has

proved to be true - the learners did make fewer errors after two years during which they

studied English, and this is all the more obvious since the learners wrote longer essays

in TG than they had done in FG. However, the same analysis should be conducted at a

much larger scale in order to see if the results can be generalised.

    In the present section I will discuss how the Second Language Theories presented at

the beginning of this essay and the results of my error analysis can be related to each

other. 

    As Ellis (1988, see 3.1) has pointed out, a problem in SLA investigation is that errors

do not occur systematically.  Both the situational context (is the learner given enough

time?) and the linguistic context (in what kind of sentence has the error occurred?) are

important.  A particular  learner  may produce,  say,  a  plural  error  like  childs on  one

occasion, but not on another occasion. Other plural errors, like unmarked year, meter or

brother  may result  from what  Linnarud (1993)  calls  simplification (when a  number

precedes a noun, the learner thinks it is unnecessary to use the -s since it is obvious that

it is a plural). 

    There are a number of grammatical structures that demand a great deal of time before

they can be acquired. As far as articles are concerned, we can say that it is a question of

habit:  learners have to train to become at  ease with the way of the language to use

articles in general, and the definite article in particular. For instance, we can read in

works on English grammar (see for example Svartvik & Sager, 1994) that in some cases

the use of the definite article is not even consistent (not to talk about general differences

between English variants, both  within an English-speaking area and  between English-

speaking areas). Though Swedish and English are in many ways closely related to each

other, their article systems are very different, and it is no surprise if learners do make

errors in this area. 

    A similar problem is encountered when dealing with relative pronouns. The existence

of several relative pronouns in English (i.e.  which, who, that or none) makes the task

difficult for Swedish learners (who have just to choose between som and none), so it is

no wonder that a learner wrote a little sister, which is twelve. It takes time to assimilate

these structures, and this is true for verb structures as well. As we have seen, within the
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verb  errors,  concord  errors  were  the  most  numerous  ones.  We  know that  Swedish

speakers do not have to deal with this problem, since the endings are the same for all

persons within tenses,  so it  must  demand a great effort  - at  least  for less  proficient

learners - to understand and particularly to apply these rules. The same is true for the

progressive,  which  is  an  expanded  tense  form (a  term  used  by Ravem,  1974),  and

Swedish has none. 

    Concerning prepositions, they probably represent one of the most difficult areas in

language learning, because there is no obvious way of knowing when the scope of use

of a preposition in an L2 is the same or differs from the L1's. Often they only partly

correspond to each other,  and sometimes no preposition is  needed in English when

Swedish needs one, and vice-versa. Proficiency in preposition use can only be acquired

through practice, I think.

    Turning to spelling, it is such vast a field that we can never predict what errors will

occur. However, there is at least one thing that is clear: many spelling errors are tightly

connected  to  pronunciation.  Concerning  particular  phonemes,  we  can  mention  an

interesting finding: Linnarud (1993) points out that errors in the pronunciation of vowels

are more tolerated than errors of consonants are (the reason may be that vowels often

vary a great deal even in the speech of native speakers). Native speakers had to rate the

pronunciation of Swedish speakers on a 1-to-5 scale, where 5 represented the highest

rank. The examples below are the most revealing ones:

1 Sarah sings very well /vell/.           1.83

2 This boat is very cheap /sheap/.     1.96

3 There was ice /eyes/ on the road.   2.00

4 Sarah sings very /wery/ well.         2.04

5 John /yon/ is a young architect.     2.09

(1993:39)

    This can contribute to making teachers direct their attention to phonemes which truly

have  a  negative  effect,  Linnarud points  out,  but  this  must  not  make  us  forget  that

learners' development has to be measured in a positive way (mere error analysis can

give an incomplete picture of the learning process).  When a wrong word is used, she
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claims that communication can be successful in spite of the error (e.g. to drive a bike, a

god school). As McLaughlin (1987) has argued, error correction should be seen more as

a help for learners ("a shortcut", see  3.6) and not as an inhibiting traditional school

process.

    In one essay (from a TG learner) I have found the following example:  I gone give

you,  which I have classified under  Verb Phrase  Construction  errors. Obviously, the

learner's intention was to write I'm gonna give you, and the forms gone and gonna were

mixed up, involving a pronunciation error (that is to say, the -e was probably supposed

to be pronounced) as well  as a construction error (the  auxiliary is  missing). What  I

intend to say here is that, regardless of these errors, the learner has used a colloquial

form,  and  that  is  never  a  good idea  (except  when someone is  writing  a  novel,  for

instance, where such forms can be required to emphasize some speaking manners or to

adopt a special  style), especially in school contexts.  Linnarud (1993) argues that the

purpose of a written text is to be understood by as many people as possible, and to write

as one speaks or to speak as one writes does not help communication. Going back to my

example, perhaps the learner wanted to be a little "tough" when writing this, or perhaps

he/she had simply heard the phrase on TV or in a song and thought it was the regular

way to write it. 

    Some of the errors found in the essays can be due to learners' strategies (i.e. strategies

used in trying to make communication successful). For instance, untranslated words are

part  of  a  strategy  called  code  switching.  Anglification means  that  an  L1  word  is

pronounced as if it was an English word - I have not studied oral production, but I have

found one word that could fit in this category, namely bescrive (Swedish beskriva). The

closest example of  literal translation I have found is  keep your contact  (for  keep in

touch, in Swedish  hålla kontakten), which I have classified under Wrong Words. All

these strategies are L1-based. A strategy based on the Interlanguage is  word creation,

and  the  only example  from my analysis  is  byldmodels,  a  non-existing  word  which

interestingly mixes the two languages (the learner means to build models and the verb

has even been "swallowed" by the noun, which is quite an ingenious way of creating a

word, I have to admit!)7. 

    We must not forget that there is a difference between errors and mistakes: as Corder

(1974) explains, errors are tied to competence and mistakes are tied to performance (see

3.3), and I am quite sure that many of the "errors" that have been found in my analysis

7 For a full account of such strategies, see Linnarud (1993).
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may well be pure mistakes. Now, I have no way of providing evidence for this - to do it,

a wider analysis would have to be conducted over a longer period of time with the same

learners. Other explanations given by researchers for the occurrence of errors are, as we

have seen, age (Corder has argued that the age of 12 is the limit to acquire language)

and motivation. 

    This relates to Krashen's (1982) idea that acquirers need to be open to the input.

When the affective filter is up, "the learner may understand what is read and seen, but

the input will not reach the LAD. This occurs when the acquirer is unmotivated, lacking

in confidence, or concerned with failure. The filter is down when the acquirer is not

anxious and is intent on becoming a member of the group speaking the L2" (quoted in

McLaughlin, 1987:52). Despite the criticism raised against Krashen's arguments, I think

this is an attractive idea that deserves reflection - in my opinion, affective factors play a

major part in how successful we are in learning situations.

    Thus,  my questions are the following ones:  is that  why there are less proficient

learners  (the  ones  we  commonly  call  "bad  pupils")?  Why should  every one  of  us

manage in our L1 acquisition and not in an L2? I leave these questions open to further

investigation, because in spite of all the research that has been conducted so far, no one

has been able to provide any definitive answers. 
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7 Appendix

ERROR OVERVIEW

n° = paper number
N.B.:  it  is  uncertain  whether  papers  number  6  as  well  as  13  in  the  first  Grade
correspond  to  their  equivalents  in  the  Third  Grade.  Papers  number  18  have  been
produced by two different learners, they are put together here for practical reasons.

Error First Grade («Arskurs 7») n° Third Grade («Arskurs 9») n°
1. Plural
of Nouns

I have 2 brother and there’s name is…
= 2   
My favourite subject in school are…
On the weekends...
…10 meter from …
At my freetimes …

 … i like TVgame...
One of my best friend is…
…potatos… (spelling rule)

…there name is S and H.
One of my half brother is… 
In my free tims…
My hobbis are…(spelling rule)

1
2
3
3
4

9
9
9

12
13
15
16

…lots of my good friend…

On my freetimes…
…childs… (irregular plural)
…Black like affromans. (irregular pl.) 

…twenty thousand peoples…
…countris… (spelling rule)

…i was 8 year when…

1

4
5
6

9
11

18
1. Total 13 7
2. Articles I most go 7bus to the school.

...5 times in the week.
I have 7motorboat.
...on a ice hockey school... (spelling
rule)
I take the bus to the school.
...to start in 7fourth grade.

...born ... in 75th of December.

...2 times in the week.

...Smaland is 7little bit better...

I like the school.
At the freetime...

3
3
3

3
4
6

9
9
9

12
15

On the new year...
...it is a important part... (spelling rule)

...a lots of friends... 

...on the christmas day...
The most of my friends...
The most friends...
I don’t have a best friend.
...like the life...

...my birthday is 714 mars.

...six times in the weak.

3
4

8

9
10
10
11
11

17
18

2. Total 11 10
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3.
Pronouns

...there’s names is J and M. (poss.)

She’s name... (poss.)
...my family and me... (pers.) (subject)
...there’s were I live... (dem.)

Were are your (born?) x 2 (pers.)
..., is very fun to play... (pers.)
Shes name is... (poss.)
...which is twelve... (rel.)
...they to things... (dem.)

1

3
3
5

8
 9
11
14
15

...as they old english... (pers. mixed with
article”the”)
...me and my friend... (pers.) (subject)

...with then hwo is... (dem.)

It's only 2-3 people hows know me...
(pers.)

Them understand me... (pers.)

...hers new boyfriend... (poss.)

1
2

3

8

11

18
3. Total 10 6
4. Verbs
4.a.
Concord
4.a.i.. be,
have, do

   ...   dad's      ...        L.   ...  are 45   ...
...my mum's name is K. and are 42
years old. (=2)
My hobbies is...
...there's name is J. and M.
It’s was...
It’s stand’s for... 

The members in my family is...
(my) interests is...

...she's name are G.
My sister are going to...
...i were to start...
 ...   dads        ...     are...
My mothers name are... (=2)
...brother's name are...
My best friend are...
I are interested...
I are wid my friends...
My birthday or (are) 21th N.
My favorit couler are blue.
Ther name is S. and H.
...it’s tak... x 2

They to things is my interests.
...my sister have...
...my favourit teams is...

1
1
1
1
1

2
2

3
5
6

10
10
10
11
11
11
11
12
13

15
16
17

...a good friend have to...

...who is... and only have...

...me and my friend is robbing...

...with then hwo is two years older...
We was in...

It's don't works...
A friend are...

I are...

...psykos that doesn't...

My friendwriters is...

2
2
2
3
3

10
10

11

14

17
4.a.i. Total 25 10
4.a.ii.
Other
verbs

He play...

...it's take... x2
Timothy live...
...team lose...

Hi live...

3

13
15
15

18

...a friend like...

...they lives...
It live...
It start...
...a person how like... x2
...a person how standup...

I talks...
I knows...

4
6
9
9
10
10

16
18

4.a.ii. Total 6 9
4.a. Total 31 19
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4.b. Tense
I just be with...

I have been... x2 (time is given)
...my mother and father broked up.
(irregular verb)
Were are you born?
I have gone... (=had)
...now i change to... (pr. perfect)
...i start to play... when i was 6...
I have live here...

...brother is soon beeing 22. (future)

I am born...

I don't like to was ill.

1

4
6

8
9
9
9
10

14

17

18

...also know as...

...i grown up with...
About three years I play...
We meet... x2 (met)

I think they sad... (would say)
...they broked up...

I'm born in L. ...

My mother and father had separate...
(=2) (have separated)

1
1
3
3

11
13

15

18
4.b. Total 12 10
4.c.
Aspect

J. does... just now.
M. working on Saab.
I'm playing... (a habit)
...I read right now...

I training 5 times...
...to bath and fishing...
I mostly listenning to...
I like playing... and ride skateboard.

I living in L.
I rading my horse.
...brother is soon beeing 22.
I like to fishing. 

1
1
1
2

3
4
5
5

11
11
14
15

I need help letting go...
On my holiday I training very much...
I training almost every day.

I dont like when people lieing to me...
...with a big forest goes around.

She will always lisening on my
problems...

3
3
3

6
9

18

4.c. Total 12 6
4.d.
Wrong
Auxiliary

A friend shall... x4
Your life would be more easy if you
have...

12

15
4.d. Total 0 5
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4.e. Verb
Phrase
Construc-
tion
(including
Missing
Auxiliary)

M. 7working on Saab.
When we 7been there...
...interests is 7listen to music, 7read,
7watch TV, 7hang out... (=4)

I 7training five times...
...to bath and fishing...
I like 7listen to...
I 7mostly listenning to...
I 7got two sisters.
I have 7living here...
I 7born in F.
I 7living in L.
...i 7riding my hourse...
I use to shout... (=I'm used to shooting)
I 7got one sister.

1
1

2

3
4
5
5
5
7
8
11
11
12
12

On my holiday I 7training...
...I 7training almost...
I doin't been better...

...i 7grown up with...
I 7gone give you... (I'm going
to/gonna)
I dont like when people 7lieing to me...
She will always 7lisening on my
problems...

3
3
3

13

15

17

18
4.e. Total 17 7
4. Total 72 47
5. Adjec-
tives &
Adverbs

...to paint in the yard illegal.
A good friend should be... anestly.
(=honest)
...been a realy hell-man.
...more easy... (comp.)
Everyone need a really friend.

6

10
13
15
18

5. Total 0 5
6. Prepo-
sitions
6.a.
Wrong
Preposi-
tion

On my freetime...
The members in my family...

...on a ice hockey school...

At my free times...
On the winter...

...born... in the 5th of December.
I had gone in K. Skola in 6 years... (=2)
At the freetime...
On my free time...

1
2

3

4
4

9
9
12
13

...a place with name...

...description about myself.

...like a package in the postoffice.

...come on the thrid place.

...bad in all sports.

...from M. with bus.
On my freetimes...
On the winter...
...sitting in my desk...

...a small house on a place...

...at 1996.

...lisening on...

1
1
2
3
3
4
4
4
5

9

13
18

6.a. Total 10 12
6.b.
Missing
Preposi-
tion

I must go 7bus...
I like 7listen to...
...still live 7home...
...the 25th 7february.

I have living here 7all my life.
...21th 7November.

3
5
7
7

11
11

7About three years I play...

...born on the fifth 7December.

...if anything should hapend 7me.

...i was born 71988.

3

9
10

13

6.b. Total 6 4
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6.c.
Overused
Preposi-
tion

...5 times in the week.

...i like to watch on tennis.
2 times in the week...

3

9
9

...to go for snowboarding.

...find me as a... person.

...trust on her...

...six times in the week...

4
8

18
18

6.c. Total 3 4
6. Total 19 20
7.
Spelling
7.a. Apo-
strophes
7.a.i.
Missing
Apo-
strophes
(Genitives
&
Contrac-
tions)

My rats name...
My rabbits name...
My turtles name...
My mothers name...
My sisters name...
My mothers horse...
My rabbits name...
My cats name...
My mums name...
My mams name...
...............................................................
I dont...

6
8
8
10
10
10
11
11
14
15
....
2

(no wrong genitives)

................................................................

doin... (doin' = conscious choice)
Im 15.
I dont like...

....

9
17
17

7.a.i.
Total

11 3

7.a.ii. 
Overused
Apo-
strophes

...it's name is...
I'am 13...

I'am 13...
I'born...
...a lot of fishe's.
...ice hockey card's.
I'am 13...
I'am 12...
I'am 12...

1
1

8
8
9
9
10
11
15

...on the 4'th place...
I'am going to...

4
4

7.a.ii.
Total

9 2

7.a.iii.
Other
errors
with Apo-
strophes

My dad's name... (with no space)
He's a doctor... (with no space)
...i'm 13... (with no space)
...that's... (with no space)
She's... (with no space)
...i don't... (with no space)

14
14
16
16
16
16 You don't... (with no space) x4 16

7.a.iii. Total 6 4
7.a. Total 26 9
7.b.
Capital
Letters
7.b.i. "I"

3 (1)           2 (2)           1(3)            9
(6)
         1 (7)          20 (9)         1 (11)
3 (12)       4 (16)          4 (17)

(number of instances per essay)

1 (6)            1 (9)             6 (13)
1(17)

(number of instances per essay)
7.b.i. Total 48 9
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7.b.ii.
Other
errors
with
Capital
Letters

february (missing)

Icehockey (overused)
Hockey (overused)
Soccer (overused)
english (missing)
Ice-hockey (overused)

7

14
14
14
14
15

english (missing)
Lasagne (overused)
schwizerland x3, tjeckien, italy,
slovakia (=6) (missing)
new year (missing) (=2)
the alps (missing)

december (missing)
christmasday (missing)
the Holidays (overused)

mars (missing)

1
3

3
3
4

9
9
13

17
7.b.ii. Total 6 15
7.b. Total 54 24
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7.c.
Miscella-
neous
spelling
errors

there's (their), mutch, four (for),
brockoli, diskgusting (=5)

thrilogy, favorite (=2)

tranining, thegrees (de-), favorite x2,
fotball, fotballs team (=7)

fotball (=1)

were (where), listenning, guitarr (=3)

famely x2, shcool x2, mabe (maybe),
buss, wich (which), mounths, likeing,
Eourop, favorite (=12)

supose, allready, cours, mabe (maybe)
(=4)

rabitt x2, hom, were/wer (where) (=6)

mutch, pankakes, lever (liver), swiming,
fotball x2, becuse, to (too) (=8)

thenk (thank), eyrs (years) x2, leter
(letter), drav (drive), mathers (=6)

tinke (think), favorit, hourse, yers, wid
(with), rading (riding), couler (colour)
(=10)

yers, liv, ther (their), tu (too) (=4)

tak (take), minits, to (too), lisend
(listen), whit (with), theam (team) (=9)

actualy, to (too), beeing x2 (=4)

fotball x2, yeare, nere (near), frens
(friends), subjekt, to (too), mams
(mum's), wen, utside, tims (times), by
(bye) (=12)

giuneapig (=1)

mam (mum) x2, favorit, an (and),
teatcher (=6)

shool x2, freand x2, brather, koms
(comes) (=7)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

unlimeted, terracced x2, ar (are),
favorite (=5)

vain (vein) (=1)

doin't, lasange, thrid, hwo (who),
favorite (=5)

fotball, hole (whole) x2, minuites (=4)

ridicoulus, seperate, seriuos, developes
(=4)

affromans, favorite (=2)

then (than), perheps, your (you're) (=3)

yers, whit (with), famely, arund, rabits,
hourses, liv, lafe (laugh), onely (only),
relly, pepole (=11)

smal (small), forrest, Europ,
Eouropean, bronz, campionship,
(twenty)tousand, speartime (=8)

favorite x2, happends/hapend,
personalety, persone, you’re self
(yourself), diferent, anestly (honestly),
beetwen, too (to), standup (=13) 

anderstanding x4, relly, travell, mutch,
whid (with), beter, auder (other), homer
(humour) (=13)

cind (kind), frien, lett (let), youre
(your), stright (straight), somthing,
allways (=7)

realy, brake (break) (=2)

psykos (=1)

bee (be), whit (with) (=2)

to (too), oppinions, maight, happend
(=4)

lieing (=1)

lisening, eath (each), whit (with) x2,
favorit, weak (week), coulors (=7)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18
7.c. Total 107 94
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7.d. Com-
pounds,
etc.

bigsister

icehockey x2
fotballsteam

freetime

bigbrother
Icehockey

giuneapig

2

3
3

7

14
14

16

sparetime
footballstar
postoffice
every thing

semifinal
freetimes
thought-ful
icehockey x2
christmasday

some times
sparetime
sportmen

eathother

1
1
2
2

3
4
7
9
9

14
15
15

18
7.d. Total 8 14
7. Total 195 141
8. Wrong 
Words 
(spelling
affecting
the
pronoun-
ciation
and
rendering
a
different,
existing
word/or
wrong
trans-
lation)

...was were fun... (very)

I most go... (must)
...to owns summer house. (our)
...a god school. (good)
...to bath... (bathe)

I am planing to...

...it's very fan... (fun)

...better then... (than)

...raid... (ride)

...liter fotboll. (a bit)
I take car... (care)
My birthday or 21th N. (are)
...byldmodels. (?)
...shout with my air gun. (shoot)
...a like to... (I)
...to drive a bike... (ride)

...her a live. (here I) (=2)

...hi live i N.Z. (he)
I thing... (think)
...a god shool... (good school)

1

3
3
3
4

6

9
9

10
11
11
11
12
12
13
15

18
18
18
18

...write myself in... (register
Schwizerland x3

It's also god if... (good)
...find myself laying... (lying)
...don't no... (know)
...keep your contact... (keep in touch)

...now... (know) x2

...how(s)... (who) x2

...Schweizerland... 

...how... (who) x4

...way... (why)

...bescrive me... (describe)

...should be like helpful... (no like)

...I think they sad... (would say)

...shall newer... (never) x2

...my friendwriters... (fellow writers?)

...is that at a friend... (no at/Swedish
att?)

...stripes... (strips)

2
2

3
4
5
5

7
8
8

9

10
10
10

11
11

12

17

18
8. Total 20 26
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9.
Untrans-
lated
Swedish
Words

ishockey
koldolmar, matte, idrott, tyska (=4)
fotboll
...born ... i E.
...live i N.Z.
vattnenskidor
Nya Zeeland x2
Sverige
ishockey

9
9
11
14
18
18
18
18
18

ishockey
Em
tjeckien

...som I like.

3
3
3

11

9. Total 13 4
10.
Syntax
(Word
Order/
Sentence
Struc-
ture)

...so took we...

...............................................................
Were live your now?

I have one brother's name...

1

....
8

10

...my both parents...

................................................................

It live... twentytousand people...

6
....

9

10. Total 3 2
TOTAL 356 268
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